“Nature’s voice for a new generation” (Rural Delivery)
The Wilderbeats is a children’s band that performs original songs about nature for the
young and young-at-heart. The group consists of Joyce Saunders and Shannon Lynch, two
Nova Scotian musicians who share a background in youth-focused environmental education.
Since 2001, The Wilderbeats have been inspiring children of all
ages with high energy performances that are not only a pile of
fun, but also educational. Through song and story, audiences are
transported to a magical place where fascination and connection
with the natural world can occur. Interactive songs energize the
body, clever lyrics expand the mind, and beautiful harmonies lift
the spirit. The Wilderbeats are great entertainers, but they also
encourage listeners to be creative and curious, to explore the
outdoors, and to care for the earth.

Career Highlights
Performed across Canada in
hundreds of venues, including
festivals, schools, libraries,
museums, conferences, and
private functions.
Produced two albums, each
earning nominations for
“Children's Recording of the Year”
at both the East Coast Music
Awards and Nova Scotia Music Week.
Opened for Fred Penner.

For a complete listing of venues and past performances, click here!

Reviews
The Wilderbeats are “…pioneer hunters on safari with a quiver full of songs and a herd of
kids along to beat the bushes. The genius of the duo is their ability to animate the world of
nature in lyric with a thrilling and raw matter-of-factness that keeps catching you off
guard.” Rural Delivery
“Beyond inspiring kids to combine creativity with science to celebrate and protect the
environment, the duo also brings new sounds and musical styles to audiences, including hip
hop, rap and reggae, creating a unique sound in the childhood music genre.” Our Children:
Atlantic Canada's Family Magazine.
“Above being children's musicians, The Wilderbeats are good musicians as well. They write
a good lyric, and a good chorus.” Ryan Fletcher, www.unconformed.com

Recordings
"These two collections contain some of the most clever, upbeat eco-music for kids that has
been recorded on this continent." Green Teacher
“The songs are catchy, easy to sing along with, and
sure to be hits with young listeners and their families.”
Nature Canada
“….stirring images, layered melodies and clever lyrics
that will entertain kids and parents alike.” Mary Jane
Copps, Our Children, Media Centre

Listen to the
tunes &
purchase CDs
at: www.wilderbeats.com
Book a show!
Call: (902) 429-4651
E-mail: joyce@wilderbeats.com

